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·P arking fees may _,louble
by Kerry Lyman
Asst. Editor
Besides facing a tuition in'crease next fall, EWU students
may see the price of parking
decals double to $20 per quarter if
EWU's Parking and Traffic Committee a~opts a recommendation
made Tuesday.
Robert-L. Graham, director of
. facilities, asked the committee
for the increase saying it was
necessary to help pay for the cost
of building parking Lot 12, lo-

cated behind the football field. He
said the school still owes $220,000
on the lot.
The committee is expected to
discuss the proposal at its next
meeting in approximately two
weeks.
In other business, the committee approved a proposal to restructure the Student Traffic
Court into a Campus Parking
Court, which would offer equal
channels of appeal for parking
violations to students, faculty and
staff.
Under the Student rraffic
Court there was no appeal pro-

cess for staff or faculty members
who thought they were ticketed
unfairly.
Committee Member Philip L.
Grafious, EWU parking supervisor, will speak to representatives
of the faculty and staff and report
back to the committee at their
next meeting concerning proposed make up and meeting
times of the new Campus Parking
Court.
The committee also tentatively
approved making parking Lot 14
a visitor parking lot. Under the
new policy, half of Lot 14 would
be. desismatP.d
for visitor parking
'
'

and the other half would be for
· Louise . Anderson Hall resident
parking.
· William J. Kelley, chairman of
the Parking and Traffic Committee, said a designated visitor
parking lot was needed to alleviate the "snowball effect" that
took place when many visitors
parked in the same lot.
He said in many cases students
with decals for that lot were
unable to find a space and were
f~rced to park in another lot. This
left those students with a valid
complaint when they received
tickets for not parking in their

designated lot, he said.
Lot 10 was considered as a
designated visitors lot but the
idea was discarded since Lot 10 is
used heavily by Dressler and
Pearce Hall residents and PUB
visitors and employees.
The recommendation to make
Lot 14 a visitors parking lot was
only tentatively . approved because the lot is privately owned
and is being leased by EWU.
Kelley suggested paving the lot
if it were to be used for visitor
purposes and added it would not
make much sense to pave the lot
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Fazzari
fodeits
salary
While several Associated Students council members wer~ out
campaigning for AS candidates
this week, Greg Fazzari, AS
executive· vice president, sat in
his office and decided he did not
want to be payed to do his jQb
anymore.
In a believed unprecedented
move, Fazzari said he decided to
give nearly $350-his salary for
the rest of·the quarter-to protest
the "inactiveness" of incumben_t
AS President Terry] Ross.
Fazzari's paycheck reverts
back into AS's General Fund.
"It is important to know why I
came to this decision. I promised
to be a student representative
and I feel I would be inadequately
serving students unless I let what
I know be known by all students. I
feel too many students are being
led astray," said the Walla Walla
native who has been part of the
AS the past two years.
"Giving- up my pay is something I just had to do. I have put
·in many hours of work for students. So have many other student leaders. But one bad administration is enough to destroy
all the good brought about by
others," Fazzari said.
"I just feel students here at
Eastem deserve the best. They
surely deserve lot more than
they got out of their president this
year. They haven't gotten their
money's worth. Somebody has
got to let Uittm know. I guess that
person is m·e ," he said.
When asked about Fazzari 's
protest, Ross did not seem noticeably disturbed.
"I really respect Greg. He's
really a good worker. Butbis type
of leadership and my type of
leadership just were never meant
to be," Ross said.

ULLETl
Late Wednesday afternoon the
Liquor Control Board notified the
ASEWU office that it had reaffirmed its denial for a liquor
license for Monte Carlo Night.
Art Martin, coordinator of
ASEWU activities said that the
board did not give any reasons
for its d~cision. "I'm very surp_rised at their decision and I am
sure students will take exception
to this and probably pursue the
issue further," he said .
Martin a'Iso said . that nonalcoholic lounges will be open as
scheduled.

Liquor.
Eostei nei photo/Maic Ki iz
SPRING IS HERE! An EWU student enjoys the warm spring weather by stretching out on the grass for
study break. .

·

· . · 7uition could go
.Ross:.uP 100 percent'
by Jm Crosby
editor

EWU student government leaders were wamerl late Tue~day
that the cost of in-state college
tuition could go up 100 percent
next biennium.
Speaking to the Associated Student Council, Ter.ryl Ross, AS
president, said he was told by a
Washington Legislative "source"
the tuition increase bill has yet to
be introduced in the Legislature.
Ross ,refused to reveal the
identity of his source.
But, in a telephone interview
late Tuesday evening, Stephen
Hughes, an EWU legislative aide
to Sen. Dan Grim (D.-Puyallup),
said if Senate Bill 4073 was
, adopted, it would increase what a
student pays for a year's tuition
1,
from $618 to $4,053 - a staggering
EWU voters have the oppor800 percent incre~s .
tunity today to choose students
The bill, authored by Sen. J.T.
for AS president, executive vice
Quiwg <R.-Aberdeen), has been
president, finance vice president , in the Senate's Higher Education ·
and council positions one, four
Committee all week and testifive and six.
mony is expected to continue the
Polls will be open today from
next two weeks.
7:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. in the PUB,
"It look~ as if Sen. Quiwg's bill
Tawanka Commons, and the Bon
is going nowhere fast," said
Marche.
Hughes.

a

Elections

today

Hughes said be is urfaware of a
Senate bill to increase tuition by
·100 percent.
The Legislature will, however,
consider adopting the Council on
Post-secondary Education's
(CPE) recommended 33 percent
tuition increase.
If CPE's recommendation is
adopted, undergraduate residents will pay $141 more a year
for tuition; undergraduate nonresidents, $579; graduate residents, $162; and graduate nonresidents, $666.
'fhe CPE also is recommending
that 24 percent of the tuition
increase be set aside for financial
aid, less the increase in the
amount of Basic Educational
Opportunity Grants,
Opposing the proposed tuition
increase, some AS legislators will
begin a letter writing campaign
Monday in the PUB.
"What we are going to do is
inform the students what to write
their legislators," Ross told the
council. Ross said typists will be
available to type students' let~
ters. But, he added, volunteer
typists are needed.
'' If we can't recruit volunteers,
I'll hire some out of my executive
budget because I feel it's that

important," Ross said.
Ross also said he will make his
third floor PUB office available
to any student who wants to call
his or her legislator.
In other council action, John
Hawkins, AS council member,
said if a regional public transportation levy passes in the special
election March 10, the level of bus
service . EWU receives from the
. Spokane Transit System would
"likely improve."
.
But, Hawkins said, he would
like the Spokane Transit Authority . for Regional Transportation
(START), formerly the Public
Transportation Board Authority,
to clarify what an estimated $10
million in transportation funds
would be spent on.
START is requesting authority
to levy a three-tenths of 1 percent
additional sales tax to fund a
regional public transportation
system, which would replace the
present system operated by STS.
The sales tax would amount to 3
cents on every $10 purchase.
STS officials announced recently that if voters turn down the
levy, bus service outside of Spokane would be eliminated.
[ Continued on Page 8]

license
.
denied
by Mari Perrotti
feature editor
A move likely to pull the aces

out from under the upcoming
Monte Carlo night emerged this
week when the State Liquor
Control Board (LCB) denied a
request h¥ the ASEWU for a
liquor license for two liquor
lounges at the annual EWU activity.
Regardless of the board's decision, which is currently being
reconsidered by the board, Art
Martin, coordinator of ASEWU
activities, said the event remains
scheduled for Saturday night in
the PUB.
The unusual 13th hour development began when Dick Flamer,
acting provost for services, received the 38th complaint from
citizens opposing the serving of
liquor to adult students at a state
institution.
Flamer said the complaints
began arriving at his office following the publication of a January article about Monte Carlo
night in the Alcohol Problems
Association Review (APA).
The APA, a non-profit educational organization which opposes all liquor consumption,
reprinted an Easterner article
describing the Monte Carlo Night
activity schedule.
I The article noted EWU had
been given a LCB permit for the
[Continued on Page 5]
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letters ·------------'"-~--------------------·to the.:editor·i

and who will vote for you again
supports Terryl. I realize that the
this year will stand by you all the
Eastern students may not think
way.
highly of the · present student
Sqe Wordelnian
Thank you again.
goyernment because of recent
President, ·nressler Hall
Editor:
bad press, but while Terry! Ross,
Three EWU students
Names withheld upon request
Jim Gutierrez, and Gary HaI've been involved with Associated Student government for · worth have played the three
three years. I've worked with
stooges, real work has been done
by conscientious representatives.
four different student adminiEditor:
Three student presidents of
strations and with effective and
In
tile
course
of
my
.
college
other Washington UJ;tiversities
ineffective presidents. I've seen
Kenn Kassman
tenure, I have seen many student
I would like to say thank you to
have written a letter supporting
what a good president can gain
governments
come
and
go.
Some
all
of the people that gave me
Rich Shields, even though they
·for AS and how a bad president
have been successful. Some have
their support in the primary elechave only met Rich once. Terryl
can harm AS. I see the desperate
not.
tion last Thursday. Now I woulq
is an embarrassment to more
need ·for strong leadership_in the
The key to success seems to be
like to ask that all of · you who
position of president for the upthan just Eastern.
in
the
ability
of
the
president
to
Editor:
voted for me, vote for an exFinally, TerryI has odd delucoming year. This person is Rich
manage
his
people.
I
-had
hoped
that
I
would
not
perienced team--the Ross-Weston
sions of grandeur. He chased
Shields.
.
If the .AS president fails to have to write this letter. Howticket. I know both ·of these men
people of talent out of student
Rich is a hardworking, straight
perform
this
most
essential
task,
ever,
since
Terryl
Ross
has
sur-:
and
I think that they are the best
government early in the year .
forward, competent candidate
his
administration
is
doomed
to
vived
the
AS
primary,
I
feel
that
I
qualified for the . positions of
with his overbearing "I am king"
for ASEWU pr·esident. The presicertain
failure.
The
past
two
must
show
the
students
of
Eastpresident an~ vice president.
· manner. People of sterner stuff
dent is the official AS spokesper.
student
governments
give
us
ern
the
failure
as
president
that
Please vote their way.
like Greg Fazzari hung in there
son to the Board of Trustees and
clear
examples
of
the
do's
and
Terryl
has
been.
I
cannot
allow
- Jody Cheever
and providea the government
the university administration.
don
'ts
of
managing
the
affairs
of
the
uninformed
re-election
of
this
with leadership, which led Terryl
Rich has a good working relationstudents.
do-nothing
president
who
is
more
tq tell Greg, "I'm not going to
ship with both of these groups,
The
administration
of
Mike
concerned
with
his
appearance
bow to you any more," and led
which is vital to be an effective
Leahy
is.
a
good
example
of
the
than
with
his
performance.
Terryl
to announce, "We're going
president. These qualities proproper
method
of
using
good
Let
us
begin
with
his
performto do things my way." However,
vide Ric_h with strong leadership,
managerial skills. Never was ance: he has been using· good
the conscienti~us representatives
a characteristic so badly needed
Editor:
there
any
inkling
of
either
dissent
public
relations
to
take
credit
for
soon tired of ranting, raving a'nd .
by AS government.
I support Tim Shields for Fior scandal. Most Eastern ad- the work of others.
·
posturing, and they returned to
This year The Easterner has
nance Vice President and would
ministrator.s would agr.ee that
1. The Tawanka lockers are due
work. Terryl never knew enough
been filled with negative reports
like to explain why.
Mr. Leahy handled himself well to the efforts of Rich Shiel~s.
to lead. He could only froth at the
about AS government. Some peoAs a member of the AS Council
in
·
m
anaging
all
phases
of
student
2.
The
only
inf
o~med
defense
of
mouth·
.
ple feel this is the fa ult of The
and the AS Finance-Budget
affairs.
L.A. Hall was carried on by Marc
I have .not exhausted the comEasterner. But the sad fact is
Board, I have come to realize the
At
the
other
end
of
the
spec'
Appel,
Tim
Shields,
and
Greg
plaints
against Terryl, but' I have
that all of those incidents actually
importance of -the Fi.J)ance Vice
trum we have the example of the Fazzari.
probably exhausted the reader.
occurred. President. Every student pays
incumbent
AS President Terryl
3. Terryl is not active in the
Electing Terryl was a mistake;
How could they have been
$54 a quarter in·S and A fees. This
Ross. Mr. Ross, for all his good students•-battle with the adminito re-el~t him is to fail to learn
prevented? Largely with a strong
gives the· AS about $1.5 million
intentions, never .quite grasped . stration to retain (and regain)
from experience.
president using his authority to
annually. How that money . is
the
role
of
his
office.
Consecontroi
of
the
PUB
for
students.
Rich Shields and Marc Appel
make a decision in the best .
spent makes a big differe~ce in
quently, the ASEWU has suffered The administration is trying to
have been active in AS governinterest of ~S. Something, I feel,
your stu~ent life. Everything
from Mr. Ross' floundering style hand the PUB over to the Re- • ment in a substantial and meanthat did not happen.
from bands to the Magic Bus
of mismanagement with count- gional Center for Continuing Edingful way. Cast an important
For those of you who support
depend on AS funding. Having a
less examples of scandal and• ucation. ·
vote for them. Do not cast your
Terryl Ross, let me ask you one
competent Finance Vice Presieven more ·examples of question4. The $580,000 ~thletic budget
vote into.the wind for Terryl.
question: If Terryl is a good
dent can make a big difference in
able
leadership.
(
taken
from the quarterly $54
·
Craig A. Mason
president, how come no one on
how efficiently those ,. funds are
Once again, the students of student and activity fees ,we au
the AS ~ouncil or AS executive
spent.
EWU have the choice of electing pay) was rammed down the
branch is supporting him, with
Managing AS finances is no job
a student leader.
throat of the Athletic Policy
the exception of his runni~g
for a beginner. Expenditures of
Will you choose an excellent Board. Instead of students having
mate? The people that work
student money must follow state
leader and proven manager, or a voice in the spe_nding of their
closest with Terryl do not want
law, bureaucratic regulations ·
will -you choose a , proven in- own money, as usually occurs
him reelected. What does that tell
and be approved by, · EWU's
competent who has a penchant when the Athletic Policy Board
you?
Board of Trustees. The necessary
Editor:
·for ·scandal?
draws up a budget, the adminiknowledge of these laws and regI believe the time has come to
During my involvement with
The choice is yours.
stration drew up a budget and
ulations, along with personal respeak out and let Terryl know
student government, I've seen
Name withheld upon request gave it to the Athletic Policy
lationships with the trustees, can
that we really appreciate what he
presidents come into office and
Board. EWU President Frednot be acquired overnight. A
has
·done
for
us.
We
are
rather
I've seen them leave. This year-I
erickson 's hatchet man, Ken Doperson with no experience in AS
tired of all the negative things
saw Terryl come into office and
lan, told the Board, "The presibudgets
would be completely unthat
have
been
published
about
in the best interest of AS, this
oent fully supports this plan,"
prepared to handle the intricaTerryl in our so-called unbiased
year I would like to see him
and student money was sperit
cies
of the AS finances.
newspaper,
especially
around
leave.
Editor:
without a whisper of student
election time.
I have seen lots of Tim Shields'
Ron Keene
I have been involved with
input as the cowed facuity and
work
in the AS Fipance Budget
Terryl
has
had
to
overcome
AS Finance Vice President
Student Government at Eastern
administrators overrode student
Board.
He has recently developed
obstacles
from
the
very
beginfor the past three years. Presentdissent. TiJ'\l Shields and others
the first budgeting plan the stu. ning--from being the first black
ly, I am a legislative intern in
are active in fighting this. Terry]
dents
have ever had. He has a
president
in
a
predominantly
Olympia working for no other
is not. You have to know what is
complete knowledge of AS budwhite school to having to run his
choice for ASEWU president this
happening before you can progets, past and present, along with
year
in
Qffice
with
a
split
party
year than .Terryl Ross. Terryl is
Terryl Ross ·and Jim Weston
test.
ticket.
··
an und~rstanding of the rules and
viewed both inside Eastern and in
are two gentlemen best fit to
5. Fighting the tuition Hike has
procedures we inust follow. Tim
~is
administration
has
fought
the community as a respected,
represent the students of Eastern
been done by Mateo· Arteaga.
is known and respected by the
hard on such issues as LA Hall, in
reponsible leader.
Washington University. Terryl
Terryl is always saying, "somewhich we feel the students won a · administration and the Board of
Last year I had the privilege of
and Jim are honest, trustworthy,
thing needs to be done," but he
Trustees.
· major battle, to fighting the
running against Terryl for the
and two of the nicest people I
apparently means by someone
Tim's experience..,.,..and knowstate's proposal on tuition inoffice' of ASEWU President, -and
have ever met.
else.
crease
and
manv
other
things.
leQge
in the area of AS finances
I have wor;ked with both Terryl he ran one of the cleanest and
6. Budgeting improvements are
make hiin the best qualified to
We would just like to say
and Jim on events and feel they most proper campaigns I have
being made by Tim Shields, and
handle this tough job. I support
put forth all their effort to ac- bee·n involved in. Since then
"Thanks, TerryI." And no matter
again Terryl's efforts are nohim and hope you will too.
Terry] has served three quarters
what the newspaper and others
complish their goals.
where to be found.
Ron Strom
want to draw or say about you,
As a student of Eastern Wash- as ASEWU president and has the
Not one current member of the
ASE WU Councilman
we who vo~ed for you last year
ington University, I feel that experience to ·understand the · Associated Students Government
-Terry] Ross and Jim Weston are
best fit to represent the students
here at Eastern.

Wants Shields
for President

Ross not best
choice for Pres. .

inner workings of the bureaucracies he must deal with.
Terryl is not the kind of president who seeks the headlines but
rather the leader who works
bel:tind the scenes to get results. I
was proud to see Terryl as president of Eastern this year:, and
I urge your support for him
today.
·

Ross/Weston
.ticket supported

Big mistake to
re-elect Ross

Tim ·shields

for Finance VP

W~nt to say
'~Than~s, · Te;ty/''

Re-elect Ross•
for experience

·Ross/Weston
best fit for AS
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We, the editors of The Easterner, understand and appreciate
the leadership qualities and experience that one must have to
effectively represent EWU students.
In light of this, we endorse Rich
Shields, Marc Appel and Tim
Shields.
Jim Crosby, Editor
Kerry Lyman, Asst. Editor
Mari Perrotti, Feature Editor

,
I

Rich
Shields
Richard Shields has.been working with Eastern's student government virtually since the day
~e enrolled.
. His experience includes Council Speaker Pro Tern, Director of
Elections, the Tuition In~rease

Task Force, the PUB Expansion
Committee, the Campus Safety
and Fire Commission. Presently
he is an executive assistant·
working primarily on child care.
When asked what he enjoyed
most about this tenure as an
executive, assistant, Shields replied, "the challenge of taking a
students problem and getting
results."
Results seem to be the key to
Shields' thinking. He single handedly. took the Tawanka Locker
Project from the idea stage to
completion. The lockers, which
are now being installed, were the
largest accomplishment of this

to see how much our student body
will benefit by re-electing a president who has already driven
through the course of adversity.
My unparalleled experience as
your current AS president and
my faith in the Lord gives me the
strength to be the strong leader
you need as pre~ident. This
strength has enabled me to perIf we look at the Associated sonally create the President's
Students as a giant car and the Report, AS news section of the
P.resident as its driver, it is easy Focus, AS survey, Student Alum-

Tern/I

Ross

.

year's student administration. loans, stopping the use of wheel
After his presentation one mem- . locks, creating a 24-heur comber of the Board of Trustees plaint HOT LINE, can all be
commented that Shields' "pro- achieved relatively quickly," he
fessional approach makes him a said.
pleasure to work with."
"Creating a •better system of
Later Shields faced an inquiry academic advising, starting a
on what needs to be done at EWU. campus child care center, ex"Poor leadership has left the panding the magic bus system,
AS government w~th a tarnished paving the Morrison Hall parking
image and a large back-load of lot, will all take a continuing
work to do. To regain the stu- · effort over months to accompdents' respect we must refocus lish,'' the 24-year-old junior said.
our efforts to solve the problems
"My only hope," Shields confacing Eastern students."
"Some of these problems can cluded, "is that students would
be solved within a short time vote for the ticket they think
period. Expanding short term would do the most for them.''

ni Council, Scholarship List,
State-Wide Blockbooking Survey,
and Club and Organization Meetings.
Not only did I keep every single
pr~m ise I made to you, but I kept
them under the difficult circumstances of a short term, an untested Constitution, and a split
ticket.
Jim Weston and I currently
work together, and we will be the
experienced team you will need

during the biggest year in our .
university's history ... the Centennial. Our immediate goals are
improved_child care, more commuter involvement, and to clean
the AS image.

Please let the Ross/Weston
team drive the AS car more., efficiently than it has ever been
driven before.

..

:AS EXecutiVe. Vice ·P,eSident
f

Marc ·Appel'
Marc Appel wants to give Eastern 's students more for their
money. More experience. More
representation. More results.
After transferring from Columbia Basin College, where he
was student body presi<:lent,
Marc worked as the fir.st Finance
Vice President in EWU history.
While maintaining a 3.63 GPA, he
served as chairman of the fi-.
nance and Budgeting Board and
is currently a Supreme Court
Justice.
Eastern's administrators were
so impressed with Appel's efficiency d~ing t~e.LA Hall is~ue .
that they hired him as an assistant to the Vice President in· •
charge Qf planning and budgeting.
"I want to put student government back to work for the students,," Appel said. ''The hours of
the student medical clinic do not
meet students needs. The fire
safety in the dormitories is not up
to present code. Without proper
handling room and board rates
could skyrocket to $2,200 per year
by 1982."
.
Mare believes that EWU's academic counseling needs to be
modernized. '_'Many EWU students are not getting the gui- .
Tim Shields, candidate f9r Fidance needed in developing their
nance Vice President, is the
major or education," he said.
author of the new AS Budget
During the past two adminiPolicy.
strations not one woman has
"AS finances are still in the
worked in the executive br4mch.
dark ages. We have $1.5 miUion
"I do not feel this is proper
annual income and have been oprepresentation when over half of
erating
without an overall budget
our student body is female. My
framework. I'm out to do somerunning mate, Rich Shields, and I
thing about it!"
will work more to get women
At present only two AS officers
involved in our administration."
have
held office longer than Tim.
The vice pr~sident's primary
Concerned with stud~nt finances
[ Continued on Page 8)
[ Continued on Page 5]

I.

Jim Weston

.

.

Finance

Vice
President
Sue Bo zcuk
Tim Shields

*********
Due to the limited amount of
space this issue, photographs
and statements of other i\S candidates could not be published.

*********
•I

Most Eastern students have
opinions on the ASEWU's governing of student monies, but
they seldom get the opportunity
to express those opinions. I was a
student in this situation until
deciding to run for Financial Vice
President. The office of Finance
Vice President primarily demands an accounting knowledge
and the ability to work with
people. As an accounting major, I
possess the skills needed to fulfull
this position. If you are willing
to work with others, you have the
(Continued on Page 5)

How will you benefit if you elect
Jim Weston as your next vice
president?
You will gain an experienced
executive assistant who is currently working on such issues as
an off-campus housing guide, AS
Awards, a _ comprehensive
scholarship list, and is the ASFaculty Representative. This experience gi.ves you a leader who
works for students, works with
administrators, and works closer
to the faculty than any other AS
member.
As an executive assistant, I
now work with our president,
Terryl Ross. Our record proves
that we are an effective and experienced team. There is only one
leadership combination that
would accomplish more for you-having us as the president and
vice president.
The fact that I am an excom muter, Terryl lives offcampus Cheney, and we both
have lived in the dorms makes us
the only team that can perceive
the diverse concerns of all groups
and unite them.
We won't set unr~alistic goals.
But we will promise to improve
childcare, more commuter involvement, and to clean up the AS
image. Our unparalleled experience with the Board of Trustees,
Administration, and faculty
make us not the only choice, but
the best choice.

r

r

r

'
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obvious is outright bodily contact
or sexual requests made by a
student or teacher, male or female.

by Debbie L Bohnet
staff writer

/t

One by one the panel came in
Dressler Hall's Lounge and took
their places. The atmosphere
Thursday evening became increasingly relaxed as the panel
began to speak. They had come to
share experiences and offer help,
not to frighten or accuse.
The audience was a mixture of
male and female, young and old.
All sat attentively in their chairs,
writing down notes as the discussion gathered momentum. The
topic for the evening was sexual
harassment, an embarassing, often _humiliating experience that"
many know about, yet few speak
of. The very mention of that
phrase brings an uncomfortable
feeling as the listener begins to
conjure up some stereotypical
scenes.
One student, who wished to be
k~pt anonymous said, ''My teacher started joking abput taking me
out. I knew he was married
because he talked about his wife
and kids in class. One day he
aslced me out on a date. I laughed
and said no.
•· when I got my grades at the
end of the quarter he gave m·e a
lower G.P.A. than I should have
-received. I talked to him abouf1t . .
He said it was because l wouldn't
go out with him. I didn't know
what to do."
.
·Many people here do not realize
the subtle complexities associated with a definition of sexual
harassment. The most important
factor when discussing sexual
harassment is that it can happen
fo anyone. Teachers, as well as
students of either sex, are often
the victims of such harassment. ·
A male teacher said, "I was at
my desk . working. My student
walked in my office in a very low
cut blouse. She started moving
suggestively-around me. She said
she would do anything to pass the
class. I told her to study. Now I
feel very uncomfortable with her
in my class."
Basically there are two ty~s of
sexual harassment. The most
•

.

•

1
• • •

by Chris Tate
staff writer·

Sexual harassment of women
is practiced by some EWU professors, according to variou_s
sources.
Dr. Joan Nieman, assistant
professor of psychology at EWU,
said in -a n interview last week
that she has heard several complaints against EWU professors,
but that none of these cases have
been documented.
She attributed the reason for
this lack of documentation to the
fact that the women involved are
eilner too embarrassed by the incident, fearful that their grade
may be in jeopardy if they make
a formal complaint or feel their
complaint may not be warranted.
The evidence in such cases
usually only consist.a of a stu-

dent's word against the profes-

,1

11

wa a known fact,

she liked guys with
tight Jeans to sit in
front of the class"
I

One sour~e said, "It was a
known fact she liked guys with
tight jeans to sit in the front of the
class. The tighter the jeans the
higher your grade."
The second type qf harassment.
which is more frequent though
less detectable, is a subtle yet
constant verbal harassment.
One wo~an indicated, "Everyday he had a new joke. At first
they were funny but day alter day
they got to be tiresome. EspecialIr since they were all negative
towards women·."
EWU's existing Affirmative
Action statutes define sexual
harassment as "unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual
· favors and other verbal or physicaI-·conduct of a sexual nature."
"Examples of types of conduct

student.
which could be considered sexual
harassment include: remarks or
There are as many myths as
jokes about a person's clothing,
reasons for sexual harassment.
body, or sexual activity; unwantThe leading misconception, that
frightens many women from reed touching, patting or brushing
against a person, verbal abuse;
porting harassment cases, is the
or pressure for sexual activity."
cliche that a woman asks for
abuse by the way she dresses.
Hank Steiner, a professor in the
Patricia Case, a member of the
English department who served
Women's Center Committee said,
on the sexual harassment panel',
'tSometimes a young coed feels
said he believed the teaching
she brought it on herself."
profession possesses a high code
Steiner agrees. "When one's
of ethics, similar to that pracpersonal appearance works, they
ticed by the legal and medical
are accused of inviting sexual ·
professions.
When these professional ethics . harassment. A woman should be
able to walk naked down a street
are compromised the studentwithout
being attacked," he said.
teacher relationship suffers.
The panel members agreed ·
"A forced relationship between
that the.victim should never feel
a faculty member and a student
guilty about harassment.
is like loving a: pumpkin. It's
sick!" he said.
Marylin Eaman, a returning
Steiner ~lso pointed out that
student who also served on the
when a student make a pass at a
sexual harassment panel, exteacher it is just as disgusting. He
pressed the opinion .that sexual ·
said, "How a faculty member
harassment is often part of a ·
responds to this without hurting
sexual ~wer struggle ''mainly
the student's feelings is hard."
because a female is weaker than
Keetjie Ramo, also on the
a male. The less pow~r you have
sexual harassment panel, defines
the more likely you are to be
subtle sexual harassment as anyharassed. It really doesn't matter
thing a male.teacher would say to
how voluptuous you are,'' she
· a female student and not feel
said.
.
comfortable saying to . a male
Steiner viewed the situation as ·

''R.ea11'j,
S~cJGKedr
.
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sor's, she said.
"The meeting is supposed to be
"The power-position a profesvery professional," she said. ·
sor assumes can be a threat to a
''One of the professors," she
student," Nieman said. ·
said, "commented on my bus't
Because of the seeming authorsize saying I was 'very stacked'."
ity of professors~ many women
"I felt devastated by the reare unsure what constitutes a
mark," she said. ~•1 didn't know
legitimate sexual harassment
how to respond."
complaint.
The student said one of the
Sexual harassment includes
other professors said "The comverbal abuse as well as actual
ment was -unappropriate for a
assault, according to Nieman,
professional admissions meet.:
who is a member of a committee
ing'' but no other action was
that reviews reports of sexual
taken concerning the verbal aharassment.
buse.
·One student, who asked to
"I saw him a few days later,"
remain anonymous, told this re,.
said the slightly-built student.
porter she had been verbally
"He said, 'You should take a look
abused during a professional adat yourself because you really
missions meeting, a requirement
are stacked'."
for student teachers before they - . The incident happened about
go out into the field,
two years ago, accoriiing to the
Several professors were preswoman who is now a teacher:.
ent at the meeting, which is
''The _professor who harassed
meant to screen each student
me is still at EWU,'' she said.
similar to the way an employer
Another woman described a
would interview ao applicant.
conversation with a professor in
'

.,

,~

•

He was trying to

11

d

ra~ out my sexual
experiences.•. trying to

break me down menta/!-•.,,

___•_r•______

Another course of action is to
go to EWU's Ombudsman, Daryl Hagie. An ombudsman is a
complaint person, who receives
complaints from anyone who .
feels they have been ,treated
unfairly. He then sets out to
correct the problem, taking on
the role _of arbitrator between
faculty and student.
"I am available to talk to
people who feel they have been
.. harassed," Hagie said. · "The
problem is that ·first the man or
[Continued on Page 8]
.

his office. The woman made an
appointment to discuss the resuits of a personality· test which.
she had taken during his class.
"He immediately turned to the
part of the t~st results on sexuality," she said.
In obscene language, the professor asked her if she was
sexually promiscuous and questioned her ~bout other personal
habits pertaining to sex, she said.
------------

_ __

"He was trying to draw out my
sexual experiences,'' said the
woman. "He was trying to break
me down mentally. He wanted to
know why I was not sexually
active and he suggested that I
was not capable of having a

a case of a teacher's teelings of
inferiority. "The teachers at
EWU are significantly older than
the students. The older a man
gets the more conscious he becomes of his attractiveness to
women. He may need to be
reassured of this attractiveness .
to young women."
~'This causes -. more anxiety
·about his power, especially over
a younger man. So, if a. girl gives ,
him a chance to exert power in
some way, he will. He cannot be ·
'blamed for this action," he said.
_"However, the faculty has the
responsibilit~ to be aware of this
situation and learn to ,a.void it,"
Steiner said.
Jack McKinlay, a graduate
student in educational counseling, said he felt' another reason
for sexual harassment -is· that
many students put their teachers
on a pedes~l.
, .
"They give their professors
po,wer. The teachers then use this
idol-power for their own m9tives. '1
The.r e are as · many different
ways of handling harassment
cases as•there are different .people. Qne way is to confront your
teacher with your disapproval of ·
his actions. You should go· and
talk with him. ·Tell him you do not
appreciate his behavior. This is
usually the best method when
dealing with subtle in'fringements
on politeness.
"Use verbal communication to
explain to the teacher that he or
she makes you feel uncomfortable. Many teachers do not realize that they are doing anything
w~ong," McKinlay said.

•

-

sexual relationship. 1t
According to the student, the
professor inferred that she should
engage in sexual experiences so
that she may function more
normally . .
"He is crazy," she said. "The
man is actually a Ph.D., employed by this university and
supported by student money! Can
you imagine the detrimental effeet this man could have on an
18-year-old just out· of high
school? Once he gets you to admit
that you would be a better person
.after a sexual experience--what
is consent if someone has the
power to break you down mentally and physically?"
She is now contemplating filing
an official document of complaint.
If a woman feels she has been
sexually harassed either verbally
or physically, she can consult
Patty Case, director of the
[Continued on Page 8]
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ADVANCED
PARKING
DECAL SALES for spring '81 will
begin on Monday, March 2, from

8 a .m. to 5 p.m. Parking Decals

will be sold, thereafter, Monday
through Friday from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m.

Liquo_r----[Continued from Paget]

Nearly 1,100 students voted in last Thursday's primary election.
General elections are today. Don't forget to vote!

:.Class-ic comedy
op·ens tonight ·
original production, is played by
Michael W. Lynch, a pre-law
student with extensive experience in theatre.
The other couple, Amanda and
Victor Prynne, are played by
,Rebekah Stone and Douglas W.
Knoop. Stone comes from the
University of Oregon where she
had several major roles·.
Knoop appeared in last year's
production of ''The Good Person
of Setzuan" and is a member of
The Studio Players, the theatre
department's student acting
troupe.
Kim Resnik will make her
acting debut as Louise, a French
housemaid.
"Private Lives" will be presented at University Theatre on
the EWU campus every Thursday, Friday and Saturday from
Feb. 26 through March 14. Curtain time is 8 p.m. Admission is
$3; free with EWU student identification. No children under six.

"Private Lives," an intimate
comedy written by British playwright Noel•Coward and directed
by EWU's Dr. R. Boyd Devin,
· will open· tonight at, 8 in the
University Theatre.
.
Written in )931, "Private
Lives" has had three successful
runs on Broadway and ranks
near the top of the plays most
frequently produced in the
British Isles.
Devin has updated bqth the
language and the setting for this
EWU production· and the result is
,a play concerning Britons in
France in 1981.who speak modern
American English.
The play involves a woman on
her honeymoon in the south of
Fr~nce·who finds that her former
husband has chosen to take his
honeymoon not only in the same
hotel, but in the suite next door.
The two couples are portrayed
by three veteran actors and one
relative newcomer to the EWU
stage.
. With no less than 21 roles to her
· credit, Mary Jo Dan Blumenshein plays Sibyl Chase. Her husband, Elyot Chase, who was
played by Noel Coward in the

:/
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HAPPY22ND
·BIRTHDAY, .
UMOE" (#2)

"HUCK" AND THE
CARtOS DITTO/
BONNIE BURNETT
FAN CLUB

Lester A. Wetzstein, editor of
the magazine said his concern
was based on the fact-that, "It's a
state institution. If you start that
sort of practice there, it could go
on at other universities."

ESPRESSO BAR
&
DESSERT CAFE

Flamer said of the 38 letters
received one was from Spokape
and two from Mead. He could not
recall ·any of the letters '!Yritten
by parents of students at EWU.

South 123 Wall
Spokane, WA 99204
455-6788

I

[Continued from Page 3]
duty is to manage the AS council.
It is important to note that Marc
is the only candidate for vice
president with any experience in
handling such a position.
"I would hate to see the Associated Students get into a position
of on the job training in the vice
presidency. The council is responsible for alloc;ating all student monies. It is not a place for
someone with no experience," he
said.
"Student government can effectively represent you," Marc
cont

·

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
235-8948

8 a.m.-10 p.m.
Fri. 8 a.m.-Midnight
Sat. 1 p.m. - Midnight

23S-Sl69

CALL FOR APT.

ASEWU President Terryl Ross
said the scan-line phone in the AS
office would be av~ilable to students who wish to express their
opinion on the issue.

HORSES FOR BEGINNERS
AND
EXPERIENCED RIDERS

Sun. & Mon. Closed
Tues.-Thurs.

The Hair Company

Ray Hensel, supervisor of the
license division of the LCB told
AS Executive Vice President
Greg Fazzari, "If 20 people from
Twisp, Wa., wrote in, that would
be substantial protest; if 20
people ·from Seattle complained
that wouldn't be local."

Also Beginner Lessons
'

Appel---

CLYDE LEIFER

The LCB office, citing "substantial local protest" as reason
for refusing the permit, would not
disclose any details as to what
c;onstitutes a local complaint.

$4.00 per hour ·
50e off with Student ID
,·

Shields believes experience
with AS Finances is required to
be an effective Finance Vice
President.
''This is not an accounting or
bookkeeping job; it is a budget
management position. Direct experience with AS budgets is abso- ·
lutely necessary. Because I am
by far the most experienced candidate, I ask you to vote for me,
Tim Shields, to be your Finance
Vice President."

The article urged its readers to
express their opinions to Flamer
and the LCB office in Olympia,
providing the address of both
offices.

LAST CHANCE RIDING STABLES

'

I

Dec. 2 John Bailey concert and
. noted that, "local citizens are
seriously questioning the policy
of such activities with liquor on
state-supported education institutions."

112 College / Cheney, WA 99004

Luncheon menu served from 10:30 a.m. - 2:15 p.m.

,,

..

,

[Continued' fr.om Page 3]
from the beginning, Shields is
actively involved in the areas
where student money is spent.
Today, Shields' outspoken nononsense approach helps shape
decisions in the AS Council, AS
Finance and Budget Committee,
Athletic Policy Board, Bookstore
Advisory Committee, Tuition
Task Force, and the LA Hall
Negotiation Team. He has also
presented oral or written teports
to the state legislature, EWU's
Board of Trustees, Eastern's student~ administration and facuity.
Commenting on the new AS
budgeting plan he developed,
Shields said "Student finances
will now have a road map to
follow. All organizations will
benefit from these new streamlined procedures. Under this new
plan AS budgeting will be dependable and equitable. All organizations will be able to plan ahead
because they can now depend on
steady funding."
In the lCilng run, Shields intends
to computerize student finances,
and gain more control over the
use of student funds. .

If your winter registration has
been cancelled for owing of tuition and fees, you will not receive
any grades for Winter Quarter
1981. However, registration reinst~tement may occur if you pay
full balance due plus $25 reinstatement fee before NOON,
'MARCH 6, 1981. Payments should
;:,e made in the Cashier's Office
B-120, or call 359-2344.

Easterner photo/Do•;e Sampson

Page~
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Thursday, February 26, 1981
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Thurs., Feb. 26 Vegetable Beef Soup, Gr. Ham & Chse.
Sand./Corn Chips, Turkey Tetrazzini, Taco
Sid., Chuckwagon Corn, Sid. Bar
Fri., Feb. 27
Clam Chowder, Tuna Cheese Melts, Meat
Casserole, Chef Salad Bowl, Peas, Sid.
Bar
Sat., F_pb. 28
Brunch
Sun., Mar. 1
Brunch
Mon., Mar. 2
Cr . .,Chicken Soup, Beef Hash/Gravy,
Hoagie, Ham Sid. Bowl, Pickled Beets,
Sid. Bar
Tues., Mar. 3
lentil Soup, Fishwich, Zucchini Creole,
Chef Sid. Bowl, Peas, Salad Bar
Wed., Mar. 4
Vegetable, Beef Soup, Coneys/Pot. Chips,
Shepherd's Pie, Veg. Sid. Bowl, Wax
Beans, Salad Bar

.

Breakfast/Lunch tickets are available in the Cashier's Office for 10
punches for breakfast ~r lunch at $17.50 per tickets or $1.75 per meal.
Dinner Hours 4:15 - 6:30

~

Sponsored by ASEWU
SAT., FEB. 28
8 P.M. - 1 A.M.
~e~d'Jb..e~~e~O'R::li..e~~~~-~~~~e~~~~~~......ai:,~e~~e~~~

.
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OnKEWC-FM

Candidates discu·ss
the important issues
liked the fact that there are two
by Stephanie Vann
systems of collecting fines at
EWU. "One for the entire'universtaff writer
sity and one for Campus Safety,''
he said·. "If elected, I will work on
The candidates for AS presichanging that." .
dent, vice president and financial
"Student ticket fines should be
vice president were· given the
flexible the same way the rest of
opportunity to discuss important
the university fees and fines are.
issues . facing EWU students
If you don't pay your fine by the
Tuesday night in a press conend of the quarter, then you have
ference broadcast on KEWC-FM.
to pay before you register or
Amo~g the topics discussed
before you can have your -tranwere the upcoming tuition in- . scripts sent out,''·Shields said.
crease, the lack of adequate fire
. Still another issue presented to
safety in the dorms, parking lot
both Ross and Shields was that of
fees, the PUB expansion and an
an on-campus child care center.
on-campus child care center.
"First of all we have to conIncumbent president Terry)
vince George Frederickson about
Ross seemed tp feel that in order
it," said Ross. "Without his apto have an effectiv~ government
proval, nothing will go on. Secin . which students are given a
ondly, we're going to have to get
voice, the new administration
the students to get a little more
would have to work on more of a
involved. If the students push for
-state-wide level.
it, we can get it."
"There are 40 institutes of
"Right now the state is asking
higher learning in this state,"
us for a 12. percent budget cut
said Ross. "Why should we have
next year and when you have a
just one school's point of ~iew?"
budget cut it i's really hard to get
"If I could go around to difanything new built. So what we
ferent students at different
are going to have to do is get
schools and get their input, it
some money from the adminiwould really help our students.''
stration and if our S and A fees go
Shields, on the other hand,
up, we c~n get money there for
stated that the emphasis for
the child care facility," Ross
student representatives should be
said.
·
"to represent the students that
Where Ross is working on the
elected them. Those are th~
state-wide 'level, Shields said he
students at Eastern and there ar·e
has been looking into two prino representatives at the statemary factors in the child care
wide level."
center.
"I don't agree with Terryl on
"First is the faci1ity to have it,"
that," Shields said. "The job of
Shields said. ~'And second is the _
student president is to deal with
funding. The facility is usually
the important issues at this camdonated by the college through ~ts
pus.''
administration."
Shields said, however, that
According to Shields, there are'
there are some genuine interests
several ways to get funding.
that have to be handled at the
"Because it would be a non-profit
state-wide level.
organizatfon, there are a number .
"One issue is the tuition inof ways to get fundi!!_g through
crease," he said. "There are four · the government," he said. "The
bills rigbt now in Olympia that
Federal Work Incerttive Proare dealing directly with that."
gram,' the Vocational Education· Another issue presented to the
al Act; we could get free meals
presidential ·candidates was that
for the kids from the United
of a suggestion made at a recent
States Department of Agriculmeeting of the Parking and Trafture."
fic Commission may double the
In their closing statements, .
price of parking decals to $20 next . both candidates repeated their
fall.
qualifications and their main
Ross said that because of all
goals and concerns for next year.
the parking citations voided this . "I think the number one thing
year and the revenue that .was to
I'm going to do is pick a group of
be made from the tickets for the
people who work well together,''
Magic Bus and was not, "they're
said Ross. "A lot of times we
going to have to raise the parking
ha·ve a lot of·pressures up in the
rates."
office and people don't get along
Shields said that he thought the
well. They tend to crack under
parking lot issue to be vitally
pressure. That happened a lot
important. "I would oppose any
this year. There were a lot of
rate hike in any student fees,
negative feelings in the office
student fines, student anything,"
and I don't want that to happen
he said. "But one major issue is
next year."
that Campus Safety makes a
"Secondly," Ross said, "I
profit of $10 everytime they }>ut a
would like to work more on the
wheel lock on somebody's car. I
state-wide level and have the
think that that's a shame. These
executive branch work more on
people are supposed to be ~eprecampus." ·
senting the students and instead
Shields said that l)is views of
they're making a profit off
student representaiion fall into
them."
two categories . . "The first is
Shields also said that he disfinding out what the students

,. COLLEGE PARK
·A .P ARTMENTS
W.1 2nd
.

$200
Furnished
_. Unfurnished $190
235-6155 after 1:30 p.m.

Overseas
Jobs
Summer/year round .
l;urope, South America,
Australia, Asia. All fields.
$500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free info. Write IJC
Box 52-WA2. Corona Del
.Mar, CA 92625.

'•
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in 'fhe·. futur® ...
Story. This personal account

Feb. 26

of a rape by the victim w.ill
open a week-long series of
discussions at the Women's
Center in conjunction with
Rape Awareness Week whicti
will continue through March 6.

Instead of lunch today,
stop in at the Women's Center
and listen to Betty Wood, program director and counselor
for the Slender Key Program
talk about Eating Your W~y to
Happiness/Misery? at noon, 114
Frieda Lemon from the
Monroe Hall.
.
.ft',s opening night at the
Rape Crisis Network will preUniversity Theatre! Noel Cowsent. the film, Rape Prev,nta~ard's intiniate. comedy, Private
tive Inquiry, and a discussion
lives, begins at 8 p. m. Ada~ noon in the Women"~ Cen,
ter.
mission for students is free;
all ottiers $3. No childr-en under six admitted.

want done and the second is
getting those things done," he
said.
"I would like to see a change in
academic advising," said
Shields. "Right now it is inadequate--! think it is a zoo. Students
deserve more for their money."
. One major change Shields
would like to see is women in the
executive branch. "Fifty-four
percent of our student body is
female," he said. "I'd like to do
In the JFK Auditorium
something about it: I'm the only
at noon, guest speaker Karil
Melanie Bell from the
candidate endorsed by the Wo- ,
Klingbeil, director of Social
registrars will give a one-hour
men's Center and they have
promised me that if elected they
presentation on Effective Time - Work at Harbor View Medical
will supply me with four ·or five
Center at the University of
MafJBg~ment: 8-5, at the \A/onames of competent women who
Washington, wiit speak about
·nien's Center at noon.
. '"
could deal administratively with
Pearce .Hall will sponsor
Violence Condoned by Society.
women's problems and get some
a dance ii') the PUB from 9 to
This and a. film, How to
student representation."
midnight.
SaY,
to a !Japist and 'SurShields would like to change the
vive which will show at 6 p.m.
way executive assistants are
in the Morrison Multi-purpose
hired. Under his administration
The big happening ·tohe said he would. hire .a ssistants
Room are part of the Rape
night,_ f~lks, is Monte Carlo
· for specific tasks rather than for
Awareness. Week sponsored
Night. From 8 until midnight,
an entire quarter.
by the Women's Student Acyou can enjoy a night of enterFollowing the closing statetion Council and the Women's
ments by Ross and Shields, the
tainment that would cost y<;>u
Center.
candid~tes for AS vice president,
at least ten times more than
Jim Weston, Ross' running mate
the price of the $3 admission ·
and Marc AP.pel, Shields' running
mate were interviewed on their
qualifications and concerns.
Relax tonight at 7 p.m.
· "I think our main job next year
SINCE 1952
is to get the image of the Assowith The Boys in Company
ciated Students back ·to someC at the PUB. Admission for
has moued to
thing people can respect," said
students is 75· cents; others
Weston. "Right now people won't,
$1.50.
-·E. 9822 SPRAGUE
read the paper because all it talks
;:
SUITE 50
about is the hassles going on with
ANCHOR e ·u 1LDING
the A.S."
"They don't want to talk about ·
. From 11 a.m. to noon
same phone
the things that happen up there
the Women's Center will pre(509) 926.-05'12
anymore. They used to want to do
sent R{Jpe: One Woman's
_
that. They think all th~y're going ,_;,-...._ _.____________________________-----::----,

March 3 -

Morch 4

Feb. 27

No

·Feb. 28.

March l

CATLJN(i ·

cpRlNTING

..

March 2

to here about are the s,quabbles
that are going on."
•
Marc Appel served as ,EWU's
first financial vice 'presideni.
During that time he worked on. a
new plan foi: budgeting arid worked to establish the new office.
"Next year I think it's time for
- the Associated Students to-finally
establish themselves with the
government," he said, ,_.And we
could stand a transfer of personnel. Without-that, every year
a student government has to start
out from scratch and it costs the
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students every year it•happens." 1
.
1
·On the subject of personnel for I
-Shields' and Appel's 24 hour
complaint hot line, Appel said I
that council people are being paid I
with student money and that it is I
time for the A.S. to develop some I
job descriptions for them. "We II
can spread the work out," he I
said.
"I feel that my main position on
the council, if elected, would be to I
delegate as many jobs as po~- I
sible."
Weston described a compre- I~hensive housing handbook which
he put together· in the interest of I ::5
on and off-campus students.
·

ODPON
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WANT TO BE
CATHOLIC
RRIEST
OR
SISTER
CONTACT FATHER NIGRO
GONZAGA L.INIVERSITY
SPOKANE, WA 99268
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$2.09
, Offer good from 2126/81 to 3/4/81
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ASEWU PRESIDENT.

.

•
•

RICH ·S~IElDS .··.....·-~..... -~-...
fERRYt ROSS . . . . . .. . . . . .. . ...

ASEWU EXECUllVE ··
VICE-PRESIDENT
·
.
-

.

.

JIM W.ESTON ......... : .... ·.
MARC APPEL . . . .
•- •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• ·

.

\ '

Age

.

18 AND UNDER . . . • . . . . . . . . .
19-22 . . . ·. . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23-25 ......· . ; •.... ·. . . . . . .
~ . 26 AND OVER . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . .
,

Sex

•
•

.

MALE .. ~ ...... ·.. ·. . . . . . . . .
FEMALE ..... ·..... ·. . . . . . . .

r

•
•
•·
• .

,

•
•

Class .

ASEWtJ FINANCE · . ·
ViCE~PRESIDENJ .

•
•
TIM SMIELDS .... ~ ..... ~ .. ~ . . •
•
(TERESA) SUE BOiGZUK...·....· .. -• ·
SENIOR. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
GBADUATE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ •
ASEWU Council Position 1
,
DAVID GILKE¥ ........· ...... -. •
Living Status
: -·· . KAREN ANDERSEN ... ~. :-.... -. . •
ON CAMPUS ...·......•.. .... •
OFF CAMPUS-CHEN~Y . . . . . . . . •
ASEWU Council Position 4
OFF CAMPUS-SPOKANE . . . . . . . •
· EUSEBIUS OGOMAKA ...-· .... ,.. · •
OlHER .. ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
JOHN HAWKINS . •..- ...........· • ·
.
...

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

FRESHMAN . . .. . . . . .. . .· . . . . . .
SOPHOMORE .· . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . .
JUNIOR. ............. ·. . . . . .

'

-· · ASEWU Council~-Position 5
.

-

.

'

.

·WllllAM BROWN . . . ./ . . . . . .... .
~ JOHN BESMARAIS .· .· . . . . . . . . .
I

If you are a parent, would
yo~ be interes~ed in having
a child .·care center on
campus?

.

•

.

I

•

0

•
•

,,,

ASEWIJ·Ctlun·cil ,Position 6

· BRIAN STOREY ·..... .. ... ·~ . . . .
RANDY WRIGHT ... ·. :/. . . . . . . . .

•
NO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •

•
•

YES ............ ·. . . . . . . . .

VO~ING B00:THS IN THE PUB, TAWANKA, AND THE BON MARCHE
.
7:30 A.M. - 7 P.M. .
.
.
I

•

•

•

•

•

NOTE: ALL WRITE-IN CANDIDA TES MUST RE€El'VE FIVE (5) VOTES~LEG/BLY
WRITTEJY, TO BE CONSIDERED VALID
..

'
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Harassment--~~--=---~~------- .AS -----'----'---------------------.--'-----

[ Continued from Page 4l

Hahn, Patricia Case, and Dr.
Joan Nieman.
The purpose of the committee
is to give supp-o rt to the victim.
They also have the power to
demand that action is taken
. against the teacher in question.
"It is a touchy·area. You need
to protect teachers too," said ·
Case.
The committee offers privacy,
protection, and assured action.
"Women are welcome to just
come in and talk. They never
have to ::ake it any furth~r than
that. They can just use us to get it
off their chests," said Case.
"The women can also report it
in written form and not sign their
names to it, although without
their. names this action (at present) really does no good," she
said.
The best form of action,
though, is to rely on· EWU's
standardized· grievance procedure. The first step in this proced-

woman must stand up and say
'I've been harassed'," he concluded.
While the Women's Center recognizes the importance of
Hagie's role as ombudsman, it
suggests that the best channel for
a woman who has been harassed
is to go through the Women's
Center.
.
.
"The trouble with using the
ombudsman in these cases is
that he is a man," Patricia Case,
a member of the Women's Center
said.
.
Ea man has the· same view.
"Men don't know about continual
assault on our privacy. They
don't experience it the same way
it happens to women."
In answer to this problem the
Women's Center has f9rmed a
formal committee of three women to deal specifically with
cases of se_xual harassment. The
committee members are Pat

Issues--------------

ure is to meet with all three panel
members and discuss the situation. From there the student and
one or all three women meet with
the teacher and discuss the complaint.
If the victim has not received
satisfactory results she and the
committee can then approach the
department chairperson. At this
point the case is documented and
. filed for further investigation.
If_the student is not satisfied,
the next step is to approach the
dean. •Usually by this time the
case is resolved in the best
manner for both the student and
the teacher.
'Finally, if the need is still
there, the student has the option
to appeal to the courts and file a
civil suit.

Soyzcuk--rconunued from Page 3]

potential. The important point is
distinguishing between working
with others and letting others
influence your ideas. This is why
objectiveness and flexibility are
what I believe.in.
Internal politics are involved in
any government. Therefore, it is
beneficial for the students to
place an objective candidate in
the ASEWU government. An officer may become influenced by.
others and lose insight of the
students needs. However, an objective person has not been influenced and is in touch with
student needs. I feel I am this
candidate.
·

with people."
Boyczuk 's campaign phil"Basically what is in the hand.
osophy
seems to be "You have to
book is total area coverage of
start somewhere."
housing," he said. "It deals with
Tim Shields, on the other hand,
all the apartments that are
appears to have extensive exaround, whether they are fedperience in AS budgetary materally subsidised, whether you
ters.
can have pets, kids, whether they ,
''My campaign is based on the
are suitable for married couples,
premise
that a one and a half
and the like. It also includes
million dollar budget requires an
trailer courts·and dormitories. It
experienced
manager,'' he said.
covers Cheney, Medical Lake,
"My goals are to establish
Four Lakes; housing in general."
formula
budgets so that the AssoWhen asked how he would
ciated
Students
have a roadmap
handle the problems of bickering
to follow instead of policy guideand backstabbing within the A.S.
lines."
rContinued from Page 4]
if elected, Weston said, "There is
This so-called "roadmap," deLearning Skills Center; Pat
a need for a single leadership, not
veloped
by
Shields
was
recently
Hahn,· chairwoman of Speech
a diversity of leadership. You
unanimously voted in by the AS
Pathology, or Joan Nieman, asknow, five peqple going one way
council.
"This
is
the
first
time
in
sistant
professor of Psychology.
and three people going the other
AS
history
that
the
AS
has
had
A written document is needed
way. ' It will be a consolidated
such a policy framework to work
to file an official complaint, but
effort toward a unified goal that
with," said Shields.
confidential counseling is also
is better for students."
available without obligation to
According to Appel, "The best
Each of the candidates asks
document
the complaint.
way to handle internal problems
that students do their part by
Whether or not she chooses
is not letting them get started. It
voting today. Polls are open from
documentation,
committee
is a matter of spending time with
7:30a.m. until 7 p.m. in Tawanka
members claim they will respond
all -the different people and makCommons, the PUB and the Bon
to the complaint in an approing sure they _understand what
Marche.
priate confidential manner.
they are supposed to be doing and
' ...;...i..> '
helping out if they don't under'
' ~
I
stand."
I
. Next up were the candidates
,
SADIE HAWKINS DANCE
for financial vice president, Sue
,
Boyczuk and Tim Shields.
In her opening statement,
MARCH 7 FROM 9:00 - 12:00
I
STREETER-MORRISON MULTI-PURPOSE ROOM
Boyczuk admitted never having
I
COST: $1.00 WITH STREETER/MORRISON SOCIAL FEE CARD
been involved in A.S. govern'
I
ment. "But I am objective and
,
I'm not biased toward any of the
I
$2.00 PER COUPLE WITHOUT
opinions or the 1ssues that.have
KJRBMmlc
I
been going on in the A.S.," she
,
said. "I am very willing to work
' ' ' ' '
' '
'
[Continued from Page'&]
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'58 · '68 T-BIRDS

·Dave's Auto .
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AUTO REPAIR - BODY SHOP
GLASS - WRECKER
NEW AND USED PARTS
VINTAGE AUTO PARTS

., .

.,~-
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I STATE HOT UNE SERVICE
M HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
,.

I
'

Route 2, Box 46
Cheney, WA 99004

.
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..

838-3677 Spokane
Phone 235-8123 Cheney
WA WATTS LINE

,00.572-5855
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"If START has this so well

tive recommendation, which, if
adopted by the EWU Board of
Trustees at its March meeting
· would reduce the standard time
for posting part-time employment openings on campus.

planned out, they should know
what it covers. They don't "know
what it covers and that bothers
me," Hawkins said.
Hawkins said at a meeting of
At present, part-time job openthe Commuter Concerns Commitings are posted in the EWU
tee last week he asked Fred
Placement Office, Showalter 310, •
Johns, chairman of ST~RT, how
for a tequired 48 hours. The
the proposed levy woul~ benefit
recommendation is to reduce
,EWU students.
· posting time to 24 hours.
"The ·question went unan"Students are now going' to ....
swered, mainly because START
openings that have been closed,
is not willing to make any guarso to speak," said F. "Skip"
antees or promises concerning
Amsden, career planning and
the level of service. The commitplacement director.
tee was told that this policy not
Amsden also received AS aponly· applies to EWU but to all
proval on a recommendation that
special interest groups," Hawkwould
give students priority over ·
ins said.
non-students if a department de"With these extra revenues the
cides
to layoff part-time em·level of service for Spokane
ployees.
County' will . undoubtedly increase. START proposes that the
The recommendation includes
minimal level of service will be
a .seniority standard that would
this year's current level of serallow students with more total
vice,'' he said, quickly noting that
accumulated department hours
START does not indicate whether
to remain on the , university's
the level of service includes
payroll.
contract services, such as ,
"But this can be waived for
EWU's.
poor performance or a letter of
reprimand," Arp.sden said.
If the START level of service
~d if a part-time vacancy
were to include contract services,
occurs in a department, Amsden
EWU would benefit from the
said, students who have been laid
levy, Hawkins said.
off will be given first priority to
"Fares would not go down from
fill it.
their present level. But th~
, ,.
$18,000 of Sand A fees may not be
needed to subsidize the· bus service," he' said.
EWU's contract with STS is
[ C(!ntinued from Page 11
.
expected to be renegotiated next
if the owner wanted it back
year, Hawkins said.
anytime in the near future.
Ray 0. Hamel, CCC adviser,
Grafious will investigate the
and Hawkins will attend a meetowners' future plans for the lot
il}g of START tonight at 7: 30 in
and report his findings at the
the County Health Serv~ce Buildcommittee's next hearing.
ing.
If the plans prove not to be
feasible,
another lot will be conMeanwhile, the council gave
sidered for visitor parking.
approval to an EWU administra-

Parking-.- - -

~-~~

;iJaida/~
215 Northtown Shoppi ng Canter
Spnk;inP. Wai;hington 99207

Specializing in
Bridal Gowns
Bridesmaids
Mother of the Bride .
Flower Girls
Accessories

~----------~~~~~~~
t .

t

1
t

t
:

I

·-·-6288

. ,
,
MEN'S & WOMEN'S .
CUTS & SiY~_ES
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
. SNIP Et SIYLE
&08 1st

'--------

236-417& .

World's third L~rg·esl Al·FFOJce looking
tor PIiots
· : -· ~ .

1,

I

[Continued from Page I]

Although ·few people are aware of
it, the United States Army's fleet of
9000 plus aircraft makes it the
world's third largest "ai·~ force''
after the USAF and the USSR. The
Army has or will in the near
future, replace its entire fleet of
Vietnam era aircraft with a new
generation of ·flying vehicles
among the most sophisticated in
the world. The new aircraft and
increased crew requirements have

causea the Army to radically increase the number of officers
attending flight school each year.
ROTC cadets are able to apply for
flight school during their senior
year and, if qualified, to enter
flight training shortly after commissioning. After nine months 0f
flight . and ground training they
receive their silver wings and fly
"Above the Best" in Army
Aviation .

The Army's Advanced Attack Helicopter with
its laser guided anti-tank missiles ,will go into
production in the early 1980's.
.

'

CHECK IT OUT SPRING QUARTER - .TAKE "THE ARMY OFFICE~" (1 credit)
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1-oz. of any Tobacco Square II
Tobacco with purchase of
10-oz. of same blend.
I

Expires 3-1<NJT

r---------~--------------~
------~~~ I
I SPfCIAL ~~D·E-IH OFFER I
Bring ·,n your old pipe

I

I
I
ll

\

I

and ·receive $.2.:~o
toward the. ~ru1ase.
oi anv Briar Pipe.--~~-~•

---~------

I
1
f
1
I

L------------------~~~~--~
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· W. Main & N. Howard
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THE NEARLY NEW SHOP
is having a half price sale Feb. 26 to Mar. 4·
on a large selection of clothing.
WE ALSO HAVE DESKS, BOOKCASES,
BEDS, BOOKS, SMALL APPLIANCES
AND MUCH MUCH MORE.

Eastern's Dan Thew won the NCAA Division II Western Regional~ ampionship in the heavyweight division
last weekend. Thew has not lost a match in his la~t 34 outings. This weekend he will join teammates Jack Wise
and Dave Karas in ·San Jose to com ete in the ·national tournament.

Three EWU.·matmen
find -:·way·to· San Jpse

1

l

SHARE JESUS

·

.*

Bennett Bldg.

455-9490

·\ill

Dan Thew, EWU's heavy- Jesse Reyes of Bakersfield 28-12
first opponent b~t was pinned by
weight wrestler, grappled his
in the finals. Mike .Sullivan,
Glenn Cooper of Ba~ersfield after
way to the NCAA Division II
EWU's 150 pounder,· pinned his
23 seconds of the final.
Western Regional championship
Monday night.
(509) 624-7503
Thew d~feated Oraig Schoene
of Cal State-Bakersfield ij-2 for.
the title. But that was the only
COSMETICS
championsh~p that Bakersfield
lost in the tournament. The national champion four times in five
years, Bakersfield won nine of
'the 10 weight classes to easily
capture the team regional title.
Independent Beauty Consultant '
Thew and teammates Jack
Wise and Dave .Karas · will join
Rt. 14, Box 223, #12
Bakersfield at the national cham- - - - --pionships S~turday and Sunday
, at Cal State· Davis. Wise at 126
lbs. and Karas at 142, both ·
EASTERN WASHINGTON
finished second.
UNIVERSITY BAPTIST STUDENT
Thew ran hi,s winning streak to
MINISTRIES INVITES YOU
TO OUR
34 consecutive matches in winning his ticket to nationals, but in
FELLOWSHIP HOUR
the proce~s, he injured his elbow. ·EVE~Y TUESDAY FROM
Last season, Thew hyperextend6-7 P.M., PUB 31J
ed the same elbow . and was·
forced to miss all regional and
r
national competition.
Ted Navarre won his opening
match at 134 but was beaten by.

Sky.walk Level

STOP BY AND SEE OUR BARGAINS/ '
505 2nd St.

Mon-Sat 1-5:3,0

~,
STA'J'JON

r--------------------------,

I

I.
BE OUR GUEST
~ French Toast Special
~
I
$1.99
I
0

2 slices of bacon, 1 egg, and an order of trench toast for

f

I
:

i
~

I
I
I
I

.,.

'--..,-------------------------•

A night of chance with

$10,000

of play money.

GAMBLE THE NIGHT AWA YI
...

~·
>

·$3.0H Students
Our Guests:

Sat., Feb. 28
8 p.m. - 1 a.m.

"PM MAGAZINE"

PUB
Tickets on sale:
PUB Info Desk
Bon Marche
I••

Sponsored by ASEWU

....

'
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..

..
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Eastern Washington UniverEphrata High and twice placed in
sity will open its 1981 women's
state Class AA doubles. Vogel is a
tennis season this week when the
junior.
.
Eagles play host to University of
Brand suffered only one reguMontana and Centr~l Washington
lar-season defeat last spring afUniversity to launch an 18-match . ter transferring from Yakima
schedule.
·
· Valley college where she reThe Eagles, coached by Sunya
ceived the first outstanding woHerold, Will face Montana Friday
men athlete award in 1979. Brand
starred in volleyball, basketball,
at 5 p.m. before their noon
tennis and softball at Selah High ·
engagement with,Central on Saturday.
School before lettering twice
Eastern .will play _its first six
each in volleyball, basketball and
matcpes at home; although the
tennis at YVC.
Eagles expect to be idle the entire
LaPierre, from Pasco,, Wash.,
month of March before taking on
was a candidate for woman athUniversity of Idaho, North Idaho
lete of ~e year last year at
College and Seattle University in
Columbia. Basin College. She
the first four days of April.
earned. three tennis letters at
Pasco
High.
· \
The dual match season will
continue through May 5 with the
Junior transfer Jan Johnson
regional tournament scheduled . and freshman Jane Freeman and
Lisa Edwards are other promisfor May 7-9 in Tacoma.
ing newcomers. Johnson, a 26Senior Deb Brand, an outstandyear-old standout who starred at
ing four-sport start from Selah,
Wash., and ~ophomo,re transfer · Lewiston High School almost a
decade ago, was most valuable
Daniele LaPierre dominate the
player at Spokane Community
12-member EWU squad.
In addition to Brand, tl)e 1981 .CoJlege in 1979 and she was
squad also includes lettercaptain of the 1980 team. ·
winners Michele Ratigan
Freeman is a four-sport stai;
(Ephrata) and M~xine Vogel
from Reardan High School where
(Kennewick). Ratigan, a sophoshe won four tennis letters and
more, captair;ied three teams at
played first singles.
,,.

.

.

·R-bBII
tfJams .win
.
.

Eastei ne1 photo/Dennis Hays

.

0

Greg B~rr works on his s wing in the Thorpe Fieldhouse. Barr and the Eastern Washingt_on University golf
team travel to the Rancho Musieta Tournament in San Jose next Tuesday, for an importa'n t pre-season golf
tournament. The Eagles will face host and NCAA Divisio1_1 II champ University of California at Davis, and
Division II finalists U.C. at Sacramento.and U.C. at Northridge. Also in the tourney are Division III champion
Stanislaus State, and Division I finalists Stanford and San Jose State. Eastern is looking for a strong showing
io front of the national selection for the Division II championships later in the y~ar. This committee 'includes
the coaches of· the U.C. Davis, U.C. Sacramento and U.C. Northrid~e g~lf teams.

Rit1er riding for fuR, -sun,

chills; thiills.· and.spills i .,

The senic beauty, excitement,
pleasure, relaxation and companionship are some attributes of
recreation. Though it's' hard to
put these attributes into one
recreational activity, the sport of
river riding in inflatable kayaks
has a lot of each, according to
Howard Uibel.
Uibel, 46, Chairman of Recreation and Leaisure Services here
at EWU, has been riding rivers
for years ,in river rafts, kayaks,
canoes and now in inflatable
kayaks;-

..

"When learning to maneuver a
kayak a person generally starts
out in a pool. Practice and skill
are essential. But with the inflatable kayak skill is not a qualifier,
and just about anyone can participate," said Uibel.
"The skilled person will work
down through the rapids of a
river to get the most of it without
rolling over, while the beginner
will go through the same rapids
.and sometimes tip over," said
Uibel.
Tipping' over poses no real
problem. All a person has to do is

.. """"

•

'

by Les Cooley
staff w.1. ite;
roll the inflatable kayak back
over and crawl back in and
continue down the riv,er.
The cost of owning an inflatable
kayak is not unreasonable for a
college student.
"For $145 a person can have a
two man inflatable kayak plus
another '$40 for a life jacket and
$30 for a paddle and you're ready
for the river,'' said Uibel.
The weight of this two man
inflatable kayak is 21 pounds and
a person can fold1 it up and fit it
into the trunk of a small car and
have an action-packed and relaxing trip.

"Many people think of riding
rivers as a dangerous sport because people exceed their limits
and an ac.cident occurs as with
many other recreational sports,"
said Uibel.

•

.

"Wit_h the inflatable kayak being so light we often pull it out of
the river and carry it back to the
top of a rapid and ride it again,"
said Uibel.
To go from Cheney to the
Spokane River for some good
river riding takes only 30 minutes
away, and for a weekend trip
there are many rivers throughout
Washington and Idaho only a few
hours away.·
"Riding the Middle Fork of the
Salmon River located in the
interior of Idaho is the most
exciting, relaxing and challenging experience a person could
want. Leaving everything behind
and enjoying the scenic beauty
along with companionship is hard
to put· into words," said Uibel.
If interested in riding rivers in
inflatable kayaks, students and
faculty- should consider the 1 or 3
credit classes in river rafting and
canoeing offered ·spring and
Summer quarters. Uibel teaches
both classes through the Recreation Department and either
would be adequate to familiarize
a person with this sport.

The Eastern 'Washington UniJohq Moore, Greg Bishop, Eric
versity Racquetball Club contin- Spolar., . );lutch Miller, and Mike
ued its domination of the G.reater Teser .
.Spokane Racqu~tball League last
. week 1 besting the Y.M.C:A. and . Both Eastern Racqqetball
· the ·Family Fitness Center, · reteams i:emain on top of their
respective leagues.
spectively.
The women, unbeaten in five
The ,men will be j n action
tonight at 6:00 p.m. in the Phase,
matches, trounced the y.m.c.a.
versus the league's ·number two ·
6-0. · Linda Hauschild , Terry
Goudey, Patti Kenny, Karen.Car- team, North Park Racquet Club.
penter, Deneen Dorsey, and
Dianne Pinter were all victorHALF PRICE
ious.
The men beat a tough Family
TOUR of .EUROPEFitness Center team by 7-5 to run
•Yes, it's true, •you can
their record to 6-0. Winning were
tour Europe for half
Mike Helfer, Bill Broadhead,

********

JEEPS~ CARS, .•
·TRUCKS
AVAllABLE FROM
GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
MANY SELL FOR UNDER
$200.00

price. Come to free film
showing, light refresh- .
ments.
Holiday Inn, Downtown
E. 110 4th Ave., Spokane
6:30 p.m., Saturday
February 28, 1981
Banquet _
Room "C"

CALL 602-941-8014, E'xt.
777 for your di~ections Of?

. how to purchase.
.
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11, .team· wins t:wtce
The Eagles Rifle Team made a
clean sweep this past weekend,
as they hosted the National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) and National Rifle Association (NRA) Pacific Northwest
Intercollegiate Smallbore and
Air Rifle Sectional Match on the
EWU campus. In addition they
also swept the two Inland Empire
Rifle Conference matches held in
conjunction with the sectionals.
EWU Junior Ed Hale led all
shooters in the NCAA/NRA Full
Course Sectional Match, as the
only person to break the 1100
, barrier, firing a blistering
1134x1200. His score, along ,with
the rest of the team's will be
submitted to the NCAA/NRA
Rifle Committee and they will
select those qualifying to shoot in ·
the NCAA Nationals. This year
the Military Academy at West
Point, New York will host the
Tracy Robinson
tournament.
Two years ago Paul Szott, from
EWU shot a qualifying score of
Over the Christmas Holidays,
1128-x1200 and was selected to the
Quadrant Corporation dealt
Nationals where he finished on
with Playfair's previous ~wner in
the All-american Second Team.
_an attempt to buy Spoka11e's race
EWU Junior Diane Olson fired.
track. This deal was never finala 1091x1200 to finish second place
ized and Playfair was sold inoverall to Hale, and teammate
stead to Jack Pring, ow11er of
Frosh, Matt Anderson closed out
Appleway Chevrolet in January.
at
1090x1200 fp_r third place. SenJack Pring is an enthusiastic
horseman who virtually grew up
at Playfair. He also raced a few
horses there last year.. When
asl,ced wby he bought the track,
he laughed and said, "I love
being a part of something that is
successful and fun. Playfair is
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With the track changing hands
certain changes· are expected.
According to Pring, "Our most
important goal is to develop a
positive working spirit with the
trainers, owners, breeders and
fans. We'll be.keeping the same
management team. They're an
excellent team. We want to open
up the lines of communications."
One of the most important
changes is the addition of Gary
Owens and Dan Mccanna to the
Board of'Directors. Gary Owens
owns the largest br~edjng farm in
the Spokane area, standing the
Bold-Ruler bloodline. Secretariat
-w as thrown from this bloodline. ·
Dan Mccanna is one of the most
highly respected and prominent
trainers in, Spokane.
Rumors have been cir.culating
that Playfair,·which is a 5/8ths of
a mile track, would be enlarged
to one mile with the new ownership. This however, is an impossibility, as railroad tracks lay jus t
beyond each of the turns.
Minimum wagers have jumped
from the traditional two dollar
bet to three at several Eastern
tracks.
''This will have no effect on
P layfair's minimum wager of
two dollars for a t least another
two years," P ring said.
Nationally horse racing is on
the decline as a popular sport .
Mr. Pring feels that this will
cha nge and ventured to predict,
"the 1980's will produce the first
Kentucky Derby winner from
Washington .''
Pring does not ha ve any other
set ideas about his involvement
except, "I would like to think I
will be a part of Washington's·
horse racing scene for a long time
to come ."

ior James Haeg rounded out the
four-man team shooting a
1026x1200 to give the Eagles, first
place team honors with 4341 .
Oregon State Rifle Team, led
by Dan Geisert .shooting a
1069xl200, placed second with a
4241. The Idaho "Vandals" at
4039 finished third and the WSU
"Cougars" · _placed· fourth with
3972.
In the Air Rifle competition,
the Eagles again placed first , as
Ed Hale fired a 364x400, Diane
Olson with 359x400, Matt Anderson with · 335x400, and James
Haeg finishing with 328x400. Oregon State placed second with a
team score of 1386 and WSU
finished in third place at 1p3
For the Inland Empire Rifle
Conference (IER~) EWU Invitational, the Eagles ROTC and
Varsity Rifle Teams took both
first place honors. Ed Hale led all
shooters with a 568x600, Matt
Anderson finished second overall
with a 54~x600, and ROTC teammates, Mike Hess and Kirk
Bunch, rounded out the EWU
ROTC team with 524x600 and
516x600 respectively.
In the varsity, Diane Olson
topped all shooters with a
544x600, teammates Wayde Burnett shot a 508x600, 'T ak Liong

,v 1th

Two EWU
swimmers

to nationals

a 500x600, ·and Mark Schulz
with a 477x600.
The University of Idaho Army
Eleven swimmers , ied by
ROTC Rifle Team placed second
freshman star Chris Boyer, will
. in the ROTC competition and
represent Eastern Washington
WSU placed second in the varsity
University this weekend in the
category.
Northwest Collegiate Women's
The Eagles completed their
Sports Association championsweep as they finished first place
ships in Portland.
again in both the · ROTC and
Boyer, ·a freshman from West
varsity categories for the IERC
Valley High School in Spokane,
Idaho Invite. Ed Hale led all
already has surpassed natiQnal
ROTC shooters with a 566x600
, qualifying times in three ·events.
and Diane Olson finished second
Teammates Suzy Koppa and Lisa
overall with a 547x600,. as well as•
Amberg also are strong candileading all varsity shooters.
dates to earn the right to advance
In addition to Hale's score, the
to the AIA W Division II national
EWU ROTC team had Matt Anchampionships March 12-14 at
derson shooting 543x600, Jim
Marquette University.
Haeg with a 521x600, and Mike
Last weekend, freshman standHess finishing with a 520x600. In
outs Theo Schmeeckle and Jim
varsity, sec_ond to Olson was
Christian qualified for the NCAA
Wayde Burnett with a 495x600,
Division II nationals with strong
Tak Liong with 492x600, and
showings in the Nor-Pac ChampMark Schulz with 484x600. •
. ionships a t University of Oregon.
The Idaho ROTC team again
Schmeeckle, from Pasco, covplaced second with 2020, and the
ered the 500-meter freestyle in
WSU Varsity finished second to
4:44.45, placing ninth. Christian,
Eastern with a 2020.
from Colville; won the consolaThe Eagles fini~h out their
tion title in the 100-meter breastseason on the road next month,
stroke with a national qualifying
first at the University of Califortime of 1:00.84.
nia-Davis, then to Reno for the
· Schmeeckle and Christian will
annual "Silver State" Invitationadvance
to the national champal,· hosted by the University of
ionships
at _Youngstown, Ohio,
Nevada-Reno.
March 19-21.
This weekend's NCWSA ·meet
doubles as the AIAW Region IX
championships. Boyer hlready
has earned national berths in the
50 a nd 100-yard butterfly and in
the 100 individual medley. Koppa
has a good chance to qualify in
the 200 fly. Amberg, sophomore
diver from Palos Verdes Estates,
Calif., has been beaten only once
this season.
l1'riday. Hoth games are slatecl to
The meet is scheduled for
begin at 8 p.m. at Reese Court.
Lewis & Clark College in PortEastern's final regular-season
land.
game is March 6 when the E agles
EWU men's a nd women's
travel to Boise State, a team the
teams will con:ipete March 6-8 in
Eagles defeated earlier in the
the AA U Region XII championyear at Cheney in a 73-71 thriller.
ships prior to the national meets.

j

Eagles·mu~twin twice
athoffle this weekend
The EWU women host Montana
and Montana State this week in
two key. games that will have a
huge effect on the possibility of
post-season basketball action for
the Eagles.

by Jack Peasley
spoits writei
The Montana game is scheduled for Thursday night while the
MSU game will be played on

If the Eagles win both games it
will increase their chances of
winning the Mountain Division of
the Northwest Women's Basketball League for the second
straight year. If E astern should
win their division the regional
tournament would be held in
Cheney.

EWU was beaten by Montana
72-38 earlier in the year as Center
Jill Greenfield virtually destroyed the Eagles, getting 30
points and pulling down 16 rebounds. Eastern beat Monta na
State jn overtime at Bozeman in
January 75-72 behind ·the strong
play of Teresa Willard and Maria
Loos.
Last Thursday the Eagles were
pounded by Oregon St.ate 90-38.
Eastern beat themselves in many
ways, commiting 45 turnovers
while attempting only 32 field
goals.
On Saturday EWU became victim number 20 of the year for the
Oregon Ducks as the nationally
ranked Coastal Division champions raced to an 81-50 win.
Eastern's offense for the weekend was practically non-existent,
due mainly to the large number
of turnovers. Fay Zwarych led
the Eagles in scoring Thursday
night with 12 points while Maria
Loos tallied 12 to lead the attack
on Saturday.

,,,

·Easterner photo/Marc Kriz
Eastern's fay Zwarych shows her foul-shooting form in a recent women's basketball game. EWU's women
were crushed twice in Oregon last weekend, but theY, still have a good shot at winning the title in the Mountain
Division of the Northwest Women's Basketball league. The Eagles will be at home tonight playing Montana at
8.
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It was a case of too lit_tle too
late for Eastern's men's basketball team, as they closed out the
1980-81 season campaign with a
s_ix game winning streak,
snatching . victories over Whit-

worth and playoff-bound Simon
Fraser, last weekend to post an
18-9 season record.
Had ~ir win skein come earlier, playoff hopes which are nw
non-existent, would have been

by Kirk Fiylday
sports writer
still very much alive. Home
losses suffered, to Central Washington and UPS, virtually crushed the Eagles hopes· of entering
post season play.
'' After we lost to Puget Sound,
our chances of making the playoffs were very slim," said Coach
Jerry Krause. "I wasn't disappointed at all with our performance though. UPS was
nationally ranked, and our kids
played their hearts out."
You would never guess EWU
was out of contention the way
they played last weekend. Friday
night in Spokane, Eastern overcame a 35-34 halftime deficit, as
they opened up their running
game and started pressing with a
man-to-man defense, en route to
a 76-65 victory over Whitworth.
After exchanging early second
half buckets, Matt Peppers and
Mike Cranston scored back-toback three point · plays, then
following a Whitworth basket,
Wayne "Scooter" Petersen and
John Wade hit consecutive layins, to put EWU ahead for good,
51-43. Petersen had three, dazzling slam dunks, and Don
Garves hit assorted outside
jumpers and inside shots, to highlight Eastern's offensive attack.

"We really didn't know what to
expect from them, or what players they would use, but our players responded well. Their style of
play was much like ours, in that
they played man-to-man, and
have a lot of freedom in their
offense."
Garves and Petersen tied for
top scoring honors with 16 points
apiece.
Sunday in the season finale,
defense was nowhere to be seen,
as Eastern outlasted Simon Fraser and high-scoring forward Jay
Triano, 101-90 on Reese Court.
.
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Simon Fraser held a slim 48-47
halftime lead, and the game continued to be close through the •
second half. Until with 2: 06 left
and EWU up 89-86, Cranston
scored two quick layins, followed
by two Dave Henley free throws,
to put the contest out of reach.
Henley's jumper at the buzzer
put EWU ever the century mark
for the third time this year, a
fitting way to close out the
season.
Peppers led Eastern's attack,
tallying 23 points, and hauling
down 12 rebounds. Wade and

George Abrams each scored 15,
while Henley and Garves added
14 and 10 points respectively.
Abrams also dished out ten
assists, as the game marked the
end of a brilliant two-year career
at Eastern for the guard from
White Plains, N.Y.
He led the team in the scoring
department, with a 13.9 average.
"We'll miss George's leadership,
and point guard abilities," commented Krause. "It will be hard
to replace a player of his caliber. We will have a very solidg
caliber. We will have a very
solid group of players back next
year, though."
.
Triano, one of the Northwest's
outstanding offensive talents, hit
the 2500 point mark Sunday,
scoring 30 points, as he hit 10-18
from the field and 10-12 from the
line. "Of course we were worried
about him before the game. We
tried to deny him the ball, but it
didn 't work all that well, " said
Krause. " I'm glad to see him
graduate this year.
"I'm very pFoud with this
group of players. We lost a lot of
close games that could have gone
either way, but that's the way jt is
in all sports. If we could have
come together as a team a little
earlier, I think we could have haq
an even better season."

But as usual, it was the pressure defense which forced turnovers and came up with steals,
that created good~ scoring opportunities.

Eastern~r photo/DaiYI Vesey ·

"In the first half we were
letting them get the ball where
they wanted to, and as a result
were getting good percentage
shots off their offense,'' said
Krause. "We made some adjustments inside, and denied them
the ball in the second half though.
I was really pleased with the
overall play of our guards. They
were just outstanding,'' he added.

Matt Peppers slams one home after receivbig a lob pass from George
AbraP1s in Eastern's final game with Simon Fraser. The Eagles
finished the 1980-81 season with six straight wins. to raise their record
to a respectable 18-9.

Krause mentioned that Whitworth had a lot of injuries, which
meant many different faees this
time around.
'
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Eastern Washington University Basketball
1980-8:1 Final Tearn Statistics
Record: 18-9
%
FG
,'RI'
George Abrams . · 134-274
.51
Matt Peppers
123-241
Don Garves
11t-248 .4/
Wayne Petersen 113-218 I ,:");t
Dave Henley
104-200 . •o-~
John Wade
· 90-200 .4::>
.58
Mike Cranston
57-99
.61
Tom Demith
22-36
.tn
Matt Piper
17-28
.63
Lincoln Burton
19-30
..•53
Jerry Karsteter
9-17
.25
Ben Widman·
1~

NAME

I

.,

\

FT
%
J'OS-145
.74
38-71
.54
· 45-56
.80
.74
· 45-61
36-45
.80
55-90
.61
29-45 ; .64
12-19
.63
12-17
.71
I 10-13
.n
. 1-5
.20
7-15
.47
I

.

TP
376
284
279
271
244
235 ·

143
56
46

48
19
35

AVG
lJ.9
10.5
10.3
10.0
9.0
--8.7
5.3
3.7

REB

3.3

79
143
131
102
63
131134
30
8

2.7
1.6
1.5

32
66

37

STL
57

AST
147
28
40
58
44

22
20

57
31
· 20
13
7

48
40
5
2
9·
-· -9

7

II

2
2 ·
8
6

Easterner photo/Daiy'I Vesey
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Captain George Abrams twists and drives for a layin in the Eagles'
final game of the 1980.81 season. The game, which the Eagles won
101-90, was also Abrams' last. Abrams, the only senior on the EWU
team, finished the season with a 13.9 average. The Eagles finished
with an 18-9 record .

